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Abstract. We study soft persistence (existence in subsequent temporal
layers of motifs from the initial layer) of motif structures in Triangulated
Maximally Filtered Graphs (TMFG) generated from time-varying Kendall
correlation matrices computed from stock prices log-returns over rolling
windows with exponential smoothing. We observe long-memory processes
in these structures in the form of power law decays in the number of
persistent motifs. The decays then transition to a plateau regime with a
power-law decay with smaller exponent. We demonstrate that identifying
persistent motifs allows for forecasting and applications to portfolio
diversification. Balanced portfolios are often constructed from the analysis
of historic correlations, however not all past correlations are persistently
reflected into the future. Sector neutrality has also been a central theme
in portfolio diversification and systemic risk. We present an unsupervised
technique to identify persistently correlated sets of stocks. These are
empirically found to identify sectors driven by strong fundamentals.
Applications of these findings are tested in two distinct ways on four
different markets, resulting in significant reduction in portfolio volatility.
A persistence-based measure for portfolio allocation is proposed and
shown to outperform volatility weighting when tested out of sample.
Keywords: Portfolio diversification, Market Structure, Networks, Sector
diversification
1 Introduction
Portfolio diversification has been a central theme for investors and the financial
industry since the beginning of the 20th century, with the first long-lasting
academic results produced by Harry Markowiz [1]. Sector diversification, in
particular, is a non-trivial type of diversification for localised systemic risk. This
risk arises from persistently correlated groups of stocks which often correspond to
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industry sectors. Correlations within these groups of stocks are found to be highly
persistent in time, this should be accounted for when allocating capital within
a portfolio. These persistently correlated groups are often subject to similar
regulatory, political and resource shocks. Examples of this are stocks belonging
to the Oil and Gas, Healthcare or Pharmaceutical sectors. It will be shown in the
present work that (absolute) correlation values and their persistence should be
treated differently for the purpose of portfolio diversification as they represent
different properties of the system and are only weakly related.
The present work introduces an unsupervised technique to identify groups
of stocks which share strong fundamental price drivers. This technique can
be of particular impact in less traded markets, where identifying structures
with shared fundamental price drivers might require in-depth knowledge of the
companies. A persistence-based measure is also proposed to optimise portfolio
allocation and tested for out of sample performance against 1/σ weighting (where
σ is the standard deviation of log-returns from which the correlation matrix is
constructed).
Correlation networks [2] and network filtering techniques applied to the study
of financial assets have recently gained wide attention [3–10]. These methods
show that meaningful taxonomy of financial assets is identifiable from these
sparse network structures. Filtering through the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST)
technique was initially suggested by Mantegna [2], this concept was further
extended to planar graphs with the Planar Maximally Filtered Graph (PMFG) [11]
and more recently to chordal graphs with predefined motif structure, as the TMFG
in [12] and the Maximally Filtered Clique Forest (MCFC) in [4].
Correlations are noisy measures of comovement of financial asset prices, which
are often non-stationary within the observation window. Longer windows benefit
the measure’s stability, as we have more observations to estimate the N(N − 1)/2
parameters of the matrix of N assets. However, a longer observation window can
come with the disadvantage of weighting more and less recent co-movements
equally with the risk of averaging over multiple non-stationarities. In order
to compensate for this effect, we apply the exponential smoothing method as
discussed in Pozzi et al. for Kendall correlations [13]. This allows for more
stable correlations, while prioritising recent observations. The method applies
an exponential weighting to the correlation window, prioritising more recently
observed comovements.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the methods
applied and defines measures which are used throughout the paper. Section 3
describes the results obtained, with Section 3.1 introducing long-term memory
processes in persistence, Section 3.2 analysing market development through
its decay exponents, Section 3.3 illustrating the coherence of highly persistent
motifs with sectors and Section 3.4 outlining various results which highlight
the importance of this work for portfolio allocation. Section 4 then presents an
analysis of the results from Section 3 and Section 5 concludes the paper with a
summary and thoughts for further work.
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2 Method
In the present paper we apply the TMFG [12] to filter matrices obtained from
Kendall correlations with exponential smoothing, applying the method by Pozzi
et al. [13].
2.1 Data
We select the 100 most capitalised stocks from the NYSE, Italy, Germany and
Israel’s markets (400 in total). Markets range from highly liquid and more
developed ones such as the NYSE and Germany to less liquid and stable markets
such as Italy and Israel.
We investigate daily closing price data from Bloomberg between 3/01/2014 for
the NYSE, Germany and Italy (5/01/2014 for Israel) and 31/12/2018 (inclusive)
for the NYSE (28/12/2018 for Germany and Italy, 1/1/2019 for Israel). The data
is composed of 1258 observations for the NYSE, 1272 for Italy and Germany and
1225 for Israel.
2.2 TMFG network motif persistence
We look at temporal persistence of tetrahedral and triangular motifs in the
TMFGs constructed over rolling windows. TMFG networks can be viewed as
trees of tetrahedral (maximal) cliques connected by common triangular faces,
these are then triangular cliques with different meaning in the taxonomy, called
separators. Not all triangular faces of the tetrahedral cliques are separators and
we will refer to those which are not as triangles (these do not include separators
in the way we shall refer to them).
Differently from “hard” persistence (survival) of motifs between consecutive
layers in the temporal network, which is more common in the literature [14,15],
here we apply a form of “soft” persistence. A motif corresponding to clique Xc is
considered “soft” persistent at time t + τ if and only if the motif is present at
both the initial time t and at t+ τ .
Considering the motif sets X tC = {X ti }i=1,...,C and X t+τC = {X t+τi }i=1,...,C ,
the binary persistence value of motif c ∈ C at time t and t+ τ is
Pm(X t,t+τc ) = (Xc ∈ X tC) ∧ (Xc ∈ X t+τC ) (1)
Where Pm(X t,t+τc ) represents the binary persistence value of motif c ∈ C at
times t and t+ τ .
2.3 Portfolio construction
We investigate the decay in the number of persistent motifs between filtered
TMFG correlation networks with observation windows progressively shifted by
one trading day. We iterate over t = [0, ..., 200[ different starting correlation
networks and investigate persistence up to a time shift of τ = 900 days. Hence the
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analysis covers a significant portion of temporal layers which do not overlap with
the time window of the initial layer. We observe 〈Pm(X τ )〉T,C from Equation 3
to decay with the time shift τ . We then obtain the power law fit for the decay law
and identify the two regimes: one with a faster decay followed by one with a slower
decay. The transition point is computed by minimising the unweighted average
mean squared error (MSE) between the two fits over all possible transition points
in time.
The average motif persistence in the plateau regime is defined as
〈Pm(Xc)〉T,T = 1
T
· 1T − τplat ·
T∑
t=0
T∑
τ=τplat
Pm(X t,t+τc ) (2)
Where τplat identifies the transition point to the plateau region identified by
minimising the Mean Squared Error (MSE), as explained below.
The average persistence for the entire clique set over T starting points at
time shift τ is defined as
〈Pm(X τ )〉T,C = 1
T
· 1|C| ·
T∑
t=0
∑
c∈C
Pm(X t,t+τc ) (3)
We also compare the decay exponents for multiple random stock selections
over different markets to identify whether the steepness of motif decay (edge,
closed triad or tetrahedron clique) is indicative of market stability/development
stage. We further investigate more liquid markets such as the NYSE from both
a quantitative and qualitative point of view.We classify motifs in the plateau
by their “soft” persistence and study the sector structure of the most persistent
motifs. We also verify that these motifs are not trivially retrieved by maximum
correlation edges or motifs in the correlation matrix.
In order to further justify the analysis of motifs over individual edges, we
test to reject the assumption that motifs are formed by edges in the network
whose existence is not mutually dependent. The assumption would imply that
coexistence of edges in motifs is not statistically significant and that motif
structures have no extra persistence beyond the individual edges that form them.
The hypothesis being tested implies that motif persistence is simply the result of
persistence characterising their component edges:
Pm(χ
t,t+τ
c ) = Pm(χ
t,t+τ
c1 ) · Pm(χt,t+τc1 ) · Pm(χt,t+τc3 ) (4)
Where the motif and its edges are defined as χt,t+τc = {χt,t+τc1 ,χt,t+τc2 ,χt,t+τc3 }.
In order to provide an industry-oriented point of view, we construct a portfolio
containing all stocks in the ten most persistent motifs (for each market) and
compare its volatility with that of random portfolios.
We conclude by defining the persistence measure Pm(vi).
Pm(vi) =
∑
Xc∈XC |i∈Xc
〈Pm(Xc)〉T,T (5)
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The measure presented in Equation 5 is defined for each vertex vi in the
network as the sum over all 〈Pm(Xc)〉T,T (average pesistence of motif Xc in the
plateau) where vertex vi belongs to clique Xc.
Pm(vi) is defined in Equation 5 to compare random portfolios weighted by
1/σ with those weighted by 1/Pm(vi). In Section 3.4, we do this for the four
different markets, with all results showing meaningful volatility reductions.
3 Results
3.1 Long-term memory of motif structures
The plot in Figure 1 shows the power law decay (evident from the linear trend in
log-log scale) in 〈Pm(X τ )〉T=200,C vs. τ , followed by a plateau region. We also
observe that all motif decays have τplat = [δtwindow/2, δtwindow], where δtwindow
is the initial window’s time span. The window used has δtwindow = 126 trading
days and a value of θ = 46 for exponential smoothing, as per [13]. The choice of
δtwindow corresponds to roughly 6 months of trading and satisfies N < δtwindow,
with N the number of assets in the correlation matrix. The correlation matrix is
hence well-conditioned and invertible.
As per the plot in Figure 1, there are N − 3 = 97 cliques in the starting
TMFG networks and 3N − 8 = 292 face triangles.
Fig. 1: Decay of tetrahedral clique, triangle and separator 〈Pm(X τ )〉T=200,C for
the 100 NYSE stocks with highest market capitalisation vs. τ . The two power-law
regimes are identified by the minimum MSE sum of the fits.
In Figure 1 we notice that the minimum MSE for the two linear fits is achieved
at the transition point between the decay phase and the plateau. The transition
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point can therefore be identified by minimising a standard fit measure, this
strengthens the unsupervised nature of our method. The method for minimum
MSE search is described in Section 2.
3.2 Market classification via decay exponent
We now consider how the decay exponent behaves across markets. Table 1
compares the decay exponents for cliques, triangular motifs and clique separators
in the NYSE, German stock market, Italian stock market and Israeli stock market.
Table 1: Exponents for the decay power law regime computed with MSE. The
analysis refers to 100 randomly selected stocks amongst the 500 most capitalised,
over time intervals τ = [0, 900[ and t = [0, ..., 200[ different initial temporal
network layers. For all motif analyses in this work triangles and separators
constitute non-overlapping sets, as these represent theoretically and taxonomically
different structures and decay characteristics.
Market Clique Triangular Motif Clique Separator
NYSE -0.392 -0.493 -0.245
Germany -0.792 -0.598 -0.381
Italy -0.785 -0.811 -0.174*
Israel -1.024 -0.866 -0.728
* Result compromised by regimes not well identified for motif decay in large systems
(≈ 100 stocks)
We notice from the results in Table 1 that the NYSE, which is clearly the most
developed and liquid stock market, has the lowest decay exponent (in modulus,
which corresponds to the slowest decay) for both cliques and triangles. This
indicates that its correlations are more stable on a shorter time window, due to
a higher signal to noise ratio. Germany and Italy have similar values for clique
exponents, with Germany seemingly more stable in terms of triangular motifs.
Israel, a younger and less liquid stock market, follows with a faster decay in
both cliques and triangular motifs. The ordering of these markets is not clearly
identifiable in clique separators as noise in the data does not allow for the two
decay regimes discussed in Section 3.1 to be correctly identified in all markets (in
this case for Italy). Separators have a distinct role and meaning in the graph’s
taxonomy and further work should allow for a more thorough analysis of those.
In Table 1 the decay exponent is not adjusted by the probability that all edges
in the clique must be present in the temporal layer for the clique to exist. We
show in Table 2 that, when adjusted by the probability of all its edges existing
simultaneously, triangular motifs have a slower decay than individual edges. In
order to strengthen the consistence of the phenomenon across buckets of randomly
selected stocks, Table 2 corresponds to a different random bucket than Table 1.
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We stress that Table 2 falsifies the hypothesis discussed in Section 2 that
motifs are formed by edges in the network whose existence is not mutually
dependent. This is falsified by the consistently lower decay exponent (in modulus)
for adjusted persistence of triangular motifs. We can then conclude that motifs
are more stable structures across temporal layers of the network, with significant
interdependencies in their edges’ existence.
Table 2: Exponent for the power law decay regime identified by MSE in different
sample markets. The analysis refers to 100 randomly selected stocks amongst the
500 most capitalised, over time intervals τ = [0, 900[ and t = [0, ..., 200[ different
initial temporal network layers.
Market Edge Triangular Motif Triangular Motif**
NYSE -0.164 -0.398 -0.133
Germany -0.265 -0.471 -0.157
Italy -0.144* -0.458 -0.153
Israel -0.397 -0.830 -0.277
* Result compromised by regimes not well identified for edge decay in large systems
(≈ 100 stocks)
** Motif exponent adjusted by the probability of simultaneous edge persistence in the
motif
3.3 Sector analysis in persistent motifs
Figure 2 provides a visualisation of the network components formed by the ten
most persistent triangles in the NYSE. We observe that all strongly persistent
triangles have elements which belong to the same industry sector. Table 3 shows
this for the ten most persistent triangles displayed in Figure 2.
We notice that most sectors for the motifs in Table 3 share strong fundamental
price drivers, which justify the persistent structure in the long term, as per the
discussion in Section 1. Other motifs are constituted by ETFs with similar
underlying assets (Vanguard FTSE ETF, MSCI EAFE ETF, Vanguard FTSE
ETF) or the NASDAQ ETF with its main holdings (Amazon and Alphabet).
The reason for the existence of these motifs is intuitive and does not affect our
analysis, as ETF-related motifs are unlikely to be present in the network formed
by a random selection of stocks or by stocks in a portfolio. These motifs are
present here as we focus on the 100 most capitalised securities in the NYSE,
which include ETFs.
We also investigate whether motif persistence and motif structures can be
easily retrieved from the original correlation matrix. The purpose of this is to
check that our method is not redundant and trivially replaceable. To test this,
we consider the ten most present persistent triangles across the plateau region
and check their overlap with the ten most correlated triplets in each unfiltered
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Fig. 2: Network representation of the ten most persistent triangular motifs in the
plateau (highest 〈Pm(Xc)〉T,T ) for the 100 most capitalised stocks in the NYSE.
Table 3: Motif components and Financial Times sector affiliation for the ten most
persistent motifs in the NYSE’s 100 most capitalised stocks.
Security 1 Security 2 Security 3 FT Sector
Biogen Inc Gilead Sciences Inc Celgene Corp Biopharmaceutical
UnitedHealth Group Inc Cigna Corp Anthem Inc Health Care
Biogen Inc Gilead Sciences Inc Amgen Inc Biopharma/tech
Bank of America Corp JPMorgan Chase & Co Morgan Stanley Financials-Banks
Vanguard FTSE ETF** MSCI EAFE ETF Vanguard FTSE ETF*** Index ETFs
Invesco QQQ Trust* Amazon.com Inc Alphabet Inc Tech
ConocoPhillips Schlumberger NV Exxon Mobil Corp Oil & Gas
NVIDIA Corp Texas Instruments Inc Broadcom Inc Tech Hardware
Chevron Corp Schlumberger NV Exxon Mobil Corp Oil & Gas
Chevron Corp ConocoPhillips Schlumberger NV Oil & Gas
* ETF on NASDAQ - Top Holdings include Amazon, Facebook, Apple, Alphabet
** Vanguard FTSE Developed Markets Index Fund ETF Shares
*** Vanguard FTSE Emerging Markets Index Fund ETF Shares
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correlation matrix. We find that no more than one triangle lies in the intersection
between the two sets, in each temporal layer. We also check the correlation
between motif persistence and the average sum or product (results are equivalent
for our purpose) of its individual edges’ correlation for all unfiltered correlation
layers. We observed both visually (by means of different plots) and statistically
(through the Pearson and Kendall correlation measures) that the two measures
are only loosely related, if they are at all. This was reflected by plots with no
clear trend or apparent functional form. The variables also presented significant,
low correlation values, where the correlation explained no more than 20% of the
variance in the persistence values. This result is especially significant for a wide
power law distribution as that of persistence values.
3.4 Long-only portfolio diversification across markets
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Fig. 3: Portfolio volatility distribution for the 100 most capitalised stocks in
the NYSE (a), German stock market (b), Italian stock market (c) and Israeli
stock market (d). The reference portfolio (red bar) contains all stocks in the 10
most persistent triangles and distribution portfolios are formed from a random
selection of stocks (mean distribution volatility represented by the green bar).
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3.4.1 Motif vs. random portfolios We check that a portfolio formed by the
10 most persistent motifs in each market has a highly enhanced out of sample
volatility due to its stable correlations.
This is shown in Figure 3 where we consider the volatility of the motif portfolio
and a distribution of volatilities for 105 randomly selected portfolios with the
same number of stocks.
As expected, we observe the motif portfolio to yield a volatility close to
the higher end of the distribution. We should highlight that the volatility of
portfolios is evaluated out of sample with respect to the period the persistence
was calculated on, making this method not only observational, but also predictive.
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Fig. 4: Portfolio volatility distribution for the 100 most capitalised stocks in the
NYSE (a), German stock market (b), Italian stock market (c) and Israeli stock
market (d). The VOL portfolios are formed by weighting a random portfolio
of assets by 1/σ while the PERSIST portfolios are formed weighting assets by
1/Pm(vi).
3.4.2 Volatility vs. persistence weighting - an industry standard com-
parison We now deploy our findings to form a measure directly applicable to
portfolio optimisation and compare it with the widespread inverse volatility 1/σ
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weighting. In Figure 4 we present out of sample results where we observe a
reduction in volatility throughout markets, with distributions separated beyond
one standard deviation.
This comparison is meaningful beyond that of an industry standard with
a novel approach. The volatility weighting is based on individual assets taken
in isolation, weakly influenced by the portfolio’s composition of assets. The
persistence-based weighting is instead strongly based upon the cliques (therefore
the other assets) present in the portfolio. Portfolio composition also influences
how the network is filtered, providing a second level of the system’s influence
on the asset’s weighting by persistence. This shows how network analysis and
complex systems can greatly enhance our understanding of real world systems
beyond traditional methods.
4 Analysis
The power law decay identified in Figure 1, as opposed to an exponential decay,
can be interpreted in terms of long memory in the system. This corroborates
observations by Bouchaud et al. and Lillo at al. in [16–19], where power law decays
in autocorrelation are identified as manifestations of long-memory processes in
efficient markets.
The strict ordering of markets based on their decay exponents in Table 1 can
be interpreted in terms of more liquid markets being more structured and having
less noisy correlations. Suggesting that more efficient and capitalised markets
are characterised by structures which are more stable in time. The ordering
also leads to the conclusion that more developed markets are characterised by
more meaningful underlying structures and cliques, suggesting that systemic
risk may represent a greater threat in developed markets. These are interesting
observations in relation to the efficient market hypothesis, indicating that more
liquid and efficient systems display more stable, autocorrelated and predictable
market structures.
The hypothesis of motifs constituting meaningful structures in markets, be-
yond their individual edges, is strengthened by the results in Table 2. Table 2
tests the independence hypothesis of individual edges in motif formation and
shows solid evidence to reject it. We can then state that highly persistent motifs
are not a mere consequence of highly persistent individual edges, but also of the
correlation in those edges existing concurrently.
Table 3 demonstrates the need to identify persistent motifs. The ten most
persistent motifs visualised in Figure 2 are representative of industry sectors
in the NYSE. These sectors are not identified by the motifs with higher edge
correlation, which instead are dominated by motifs often due to correlation noise
in high volatility stocks. Persistent motifs are hence found to be non-trivial
with respect to correlation strength of individual edges. The impact on portfolio
diversification of the motifs in Figure 2 indicates that these structures are highly
relevant for diversification in medium to long term investment portfolios. The
persistence of these motifs is an intrinsic temporal feature with forecasting
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power on market structure. As these motifs are not characterised by noticeably
strong correlation, a common variance optimisation of the portfolio is unlikely to
optimise the weights to sufficiently minimise the effect of these structures. We
therefore suggest that filtering of these structures is then perhaps necessary prior
to portfolio optimisation, for superior diversification outcomes.
Different results in application to portfolio diversification are presented in
Section 3.4. We first show how persistent motifs increase the out of sample
correlation of a portfolio by comparing portfolios containing all stocks from the
ten most persistent motifs in each market with 105 random portfolios with the
same number of stocks. We observe the motif portfolio volatility to be significantly
above both the mean and median of the random portfolios’ volatility distribution.
This is a first example of how just selecting stocks from the ten most persistent
motifs forms a portfolio with higher long term volatility. Clearly for investment
purposes we want the opposite (small volatility). The observation from Figure 3
lays the ground for the construction of portfolios where we optimise asset weights
in order to reduce the volatility originating from persistent correlations in motif
structures.
This is done in Section 3.4 where we propose a simple node-specific measure for
portfolio weighting and selection. We show the out of sample volatility distribution
of random portfolios with weights optimised as 1/Pm(vi) to be significantly lower
than the distribution of portfolios optimised as 1/σ, a widespread industry
standard for portfolio weighting. This result can be explained by the persistence
in time being the base of this measure, providing strong out of sample predictive
power. Volatility is known to change in the medium to long term for most
assets, whilst correlation is also difficult to estimate due to noise in the data and
measures. This result greatly enhances the importance and applicability of this
work to portfolio optimisation by providing a mapping from persistence-related
observations to a direct measure for portfolio optimisation. Future works should
investigate a technique to jointly optimise portfolio weighting for both persistence
and volatility.
5 Conclusion
In the present work we have investigated four markets with different capitalisation,
liquidity, economic and development characteristics. These markets range from
the NYSE to the Israeli Stock Exchange. We construct correlation matrices for
100 stocks from Kendall correlations with exponential smoothing [13] and filter
them with the TMFG [12], as described in Section 2.
We then base our study on market structure in the form of “soft” motif
persistence. A two-regime power law decay in the number of persistent motifs
with τ emerges. The two regimes can be identified via minimisation of the MSE
fit measure, providing an unsupervised optimisation method with no tuning
parameters. We find that advanced liquid markets are characterised by longer
persistence of structured motifs. We argue that this could have consequences
for systemic risk. We discuss long-term memory implications of this decay type
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and how they allow for forecasting power on market structure. Persistence is
studied in order to investigate motif structures and retrieve meaningful sectors
in each market. We then show that motif portfolios have significantly higher
volatility than random ones. Conclusive results are obtained by defining a node-
specific measure for portfolio optimisation and showing that it outperforms
volatility-based weighting across markets. This result is of high importance to
both practitioners and academics in the context of portfolio optimisation. Future
works should investigate a portfolio optimisation technique combining persistence
and correlation, based on results and methods from this work. Future works should
also investigate applications to portfolio diversification in long-short portfolios
and the decay in forecasting and diversification power with time.
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